We solve analytically the N £ N square lattice Hubbard model for even N at half-®lling and weak coupling by a new approach. The exact ground-state wave function provides an intriguing and appealing picture of the antiferromagnetic order. Like at strong coupling, the ground state has total momentum K tot 0; 0 and transforms as an s wave for even N/2 and as a d wave otherwise. q 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. The two-dimensional (2D) Hubbard model is one of the simplest descriptions of itinerant interacting electrons on a lattice. The Lieb theorem [1] states that at half-®lling the ground state for a bipartite lattice is unique and has spin iS 1 u 2 uS 2 i=2; where uS 1 u (uS 2 u) is the number of sites in the S 1 (S 2 ) sublattice; here and in the following, uSu will be the number of elements in the set S. For an N £ N (with even N) square lattice, the ground state is a singlet. In Ref.
The two-dimensional (2D) Hubbard model is one of the simplest descriptions of itinerant interacting electrons on a lattice. The Lieb theorem [1] states that at half-®lling the ground state for a bipartite lattice is unique and has spin iS 1 u 2 uS 2 i=2; where uS 1 u (uS 2 u) is the number of sites in the S 1 (S 2 ) sublattice; here and in the following, uSu will be the number of elements in the set S. For an N £ N (with even N) square lattice, the ground state is a singlet. In Ref. [2] it was shown that in the strong coupling limit the ground state has total momentum K tot 0; 0 and has s-wave or d-wave symmetry for even or odd N/2, respectively.
In this paper we build the exact ground state of the Hubbard model at half-®lling in the weak coupling limit and we ®nd the same quantum numbers as predicted by Refs. [1, 2] . This result agrees with the unicity of the ground state for any positive value of the Coulomb interaction parameter U.
Let us consider the Hubbard model with Hamiltonian ² and c, respectively. We represent sites by r i x ; i y with i x ; i y 0; ¼; N 2 1: The sum on kr,r H l is over the pairs of nearest neighbour sites andn rs is the number operator on the site r of spin s. The point symmetry is C 4v , the group of a square. 1 To diagonalise the local operator W in closed form we need to set up a local basis set of one-body states. If S hf were the complete set of plane-wave states ukl; the new basis would be trivially obtained by a Fourier transformation, but this is not the case. The question is: how can we de®ne for each site r the local counterparts of k states using only those that belong to a degenerate level? The answer is: build a set {uw r a l} of orbitals such that the number operatorn r and the Dirac characters of the point symmetry group C 4v are diagonal. Using such a basis set for the half-®lled shell the unique properties of the antiferromagnetic ground state become simple and transparent. The eigenvectors uw 0 a l of n r0 and the uw r a l of other sites r are connected by translation and also by a unitary transformation, or change of basis set. Picking r ê l ; l x meansê l 1; 0 or transfer by one step towards the right and l y meansê l 0; 1 or transfer by one step upwards. The unitary transformation reads:
The transfer matrix T l knows all the translational and point symmetry of the system, and will turn out to be very special. For large N, to ®nd {uw r a l} it is convenient to separate the k's of S hf in irreducible representations (irreps) of the space group [4] G C 4v^T ; here T is the Abelian Group of the translations and^means the semidirect product. Choosing an arbitrary k [ S hf with k x $ k y $ 0; the set of vectors R i k, where R i [ C 4v ; is a (translationally invariant) basis for an irrep of G; the accidental degeneracy of several irreps is due to the presence of extra symmetry, i.e. G is a subgroup of the Optimal Group de®ned in Ref. [5] . The high symmetry vectors (0,p) and (p,0) always transform among themselves and are the basis of the only two-dimensional irrep of G, which exists for any N. If N/2 is even, one also ®nds the high symmetry wave-vectors k ^p=2;^p=2 which mix among themselves and yield a four-dimensional irrep. In general, the vectors R i k are all different, so all the other irreps of G have dimension 8, the number of operations of the point group C 4v .
Next, we show how to build our local basis set and derive W 0 states for each kind of irreps of G. For illustration, we will consider the case N 4; then S hf contains the bases of two irreps of G, of dimensions 2 and 4. The one with basis k A p; 0; k B 0; p breaks into
The eigenstates of n r0 ij kk i un r0 uk j l; with i; j A; B; are uc [6, 7] ).
The four-dimensional irrep with basis k 1 p=2; p=2; k 2 2p=2; p=2; k 3 p=2; 2p=2 k 4 2p=2; 2p=2 breaks into A 1 % B 2 % E in C 4v ; letting I 1; 2; 3; 4 for the irreps A 1 , B 2 , E x , E y , respectively, we can write down all the eigenvectors of n r0 ij kk i un r0 uk j l; with i; j 1; ¼; 4 as uc 
The state with non-vanishing eigenvalue is again the A 1 eigenstate. After a little bit of algebra we have shown [3] that under T l the subspace of A 1 and B 2 symmetry is exchanged with the one of E x and E y symmetry. Thus we can build a four-body eigenstate of W with vanishing eigenvalue: uc
H E y l 2s : As before under a lattice step translation this state does not change its spatial distribution but s 3 2s without any phase factor: uc
Now we use these results to diagonalise n r0 on the whole set S hf (we could have done that directly by diagonalising 6 £ 6 matrices but we wanted to show the general method). The eigenstate of n r0 with non-vanishing eigenvalue always belongs to A 1 . The matrix n r has eigenvalues 3/8 and (5 times) 0, as predicted by Eq. (2). For r 0 the eigenvector of occupation 3/8 is uw T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T 
The reason why this choice of the basis set is clever is now apparent. The local basis at any site r splits into the subsets S a {uf Consider the six-body eigenstate of H 0 uF AF l s uf
In this state there is partial occupation of site r 0 with spin s, but no double occupation. It turns out that a shift by a lattice step produces the transformation uF AF l s 6 2uF AF l 2s ; 7 that is, a lattice step is equivalent to a spin¯ip, a feature that we call antiferromagnetic property. Since the spin-¯ipped state is also free of double occupation, uF AF l s is a W 0 eigenstate. A ground state which is a single determinant is a quite unusual property for an interacting model like this. Note that uf
l is equivalent to uc
because this is just a unitary transformation of the A 1 wave functions; so uF AF l s can also be written in terms of the old local orbitals (without any mix of the local states of different irreps of G):
This form of the ground state lends itself to be generalised (see below). For N . 4; k vectors arise that do not possess any special symmetry, the vectors R i k are all different for all R i [ C 4v ; and we get eight-dimensional irreps of G.
Recalling that uS hf u 2N 2 2; one ®nds that S hf contains N e 1=2N=2 2 2 irreps of dimension 8, one of dimension 4 and one of dimension 2 if N/2 is even, and N o 1=2N=2 2 1 irreps of dimension 8 and one of dimension 2 if N/2 is odd.
To extend the theory to general N, we note that these k vectors, since R i k are all different, are a basis of the regular representation of C 4v . Thus, by the Burnside theorem, each of them breaks into A 1 % A 2 % B 1 % B 2 % E % E; diagonalising n r0 and the point group characters on the basis of the mth eight-dimensional irrep of G one gets one-body states uc m I l; where I stands for the C 4v irrep label, I A 1 , The above results and Lieb's theorem imply that higherorder effects split the ground-state multiplet of H and the singlet is lowest. (4) The Lieb theorem makes no assumptions concerning the lattice structure; adding the ingredient of the G symmetry we are able to explicitly display the wave function at weak coupling. (5) We stress that the U 0 case is trivial but, due to the huge degeneracy of the ground state, the operator averages do not generally have well-de®ned values. Our results allow to evaluate uniquely all the U 3 0 expectation values on the true ground state, including correlation functions.
Using the explicit form of P S0 one ®nds that P S0 uF AF l s 2P S0 uF AF l 2s: This identity allows us to study how the singlet component transforms under translations, re¯ections and rotations. In particular the antiferromagnetic property tells us that the total momentum is K tot 0; 0: To be in line with Ref. [2] , we have also determined how it transforms under the C 4v operations with respect to the centre of an arbitrary placquette. It turns out [3] that it is even under re¯ections and transforms as an s wave if N/2 is even and as a d wave if N/2 is odd. The present approach lends itself to obtain exact results for other ®llings as well. In particular we have studied the mechanism of pairing in the Hubbard model [6±8]. We have found that the W 0 pairs, when dressed, may become bound states. It appears that W 0 states play a crucial role both for antiferromagnetism and pairing. This intriguing feature might shed light on the subtle relation between the two phases.
